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Abstract
Background: Right colon and left colon cancers have different genetic and
clinical characteristics. It is thought that right colon cancers have more aggressive
course.
Aim: We planned to compare differences between right and left colon cancers,
oncological results, survival rate after curative resection.
Material and methods: The patients who had been operated between January
2015 and December 2019 were included in the study, and they were separated into two
groups as right colon and left colon cancers. The files of the patients were scanned, and
in addition to the demographic data, the tumor stages according to the tumor, nodus,
metastasis staging, the number of lymph nodes removed, the type of the operation
(laparoscopic/open), average follow-up time, metastasis, recurrence and death/survival
were recorded and compared.
Results: A total of 76 patients were included, and 38 (50%) were diagnosed with
right colon cancer whereas 38 (50%) had left colon cancer. The average follow-up time
was found as 17.14 months (1 - 60 months). While no difference was detected between
the two groups in neurovascular invasion, the mean number of lymphovascular
invasion positivity was found as 18.34±4.16 and 13.34±5.45 in two groups, respectively
(p<0.05). All the recurrences (5) were found in right colon tumors, no recurrence was
observed in left colon tumors (p=0.021). When the metastasis and death rates were
examined, no statistically significant difference was seen between the two groups.
Conclusion: We observe that lymphovascular invasion and recurrence rates are
higher in right colon cancers compared to left colon cancers.
Key words: colon cancer, left colon, oncolocigal results, recurrence, right colon,
survival rate
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ТҰЖЫРЫМДАМА
Кіріспе: Жоғарылаған және төмендеген жиек ішектің қатерлі ісігі әртүрлі генетикалық және клиникалық сипаттамаларға ие. Көтерілетін
жиек ішектің қатерлі ісігі анағұрлым агрессивті бағытқа ие деп саналады.
Мақсаты: жоғарылаған және төмендеген жиек ішек қатерлі ісігінің, онкологиялық нәтижелердің, клиникалық радикалды резекциядан
кейін тірі қалудың айырмашылығын салыстыру.
Материалдар мен әдістер: 2015 жылдың қаңтарынан бастап 2019 жылдың желтоқсанына дейін ота жасалынған пациенттер зерттеуге
қосылды және джоғарылаған және төмендеген жиек ішегінің қатерлі ісігі деп екі топқа бөлінді.
Науқастардың медициналық қарталары зерттелді, демографиялық мәліметтерге қосымша, ісік, түйін, метастаз, ісіктің сатысы, жойылған лимфа түйіндерінің саны, операция түрі (лапароскопиялық / ашық), орташа бақылау, метастаздар, рецидивтерге және өлім/тірі қалуға
байланысты ақпарат жазылып, салыстырылды.
Нәтижелер: Зерттеуге барлығы 76 науқас енгізілді, 38-ге (50%) жоғарылаған жиек ішектің қатерлі ісігі диагнозы қойылды, ал 38 (50%)
төмендеген жиек ішектің қатерлі ісігі анықталды. Орташа бақылау 17,14 айды (1-60 ай) құрады.
Екі топ арасында жүйке тамырлық инвазияға қатысты ешқандай айырмашылықтар болмағанына қарамастан, екі топта лимфоиамырлық инвазиялардың позитивтілігінің орташа мәні 18,34 ± 4,16 және 13,34 ± 5,45 болды (p <0.05 ) Қайталанудың барлық жағдайлары (5)
жоғарылаған жиек ішек ісіктерінде табылған, төмендеген ішек ісіктері байқалған, қайталанулар байқалған жоқ (p = 0.021). Метастазды және
өлімді зерттеу кезінде екі топ арасында статистикалық маңызды айырмашылықтар байқалмады.
Қорытынды: Біз жоғарылаған жиек ішектің қатерлі ісілі кезіндегі қайталанулардың жиілігі мен лимфотармырлық инвазия төмендеген
жиек ішектің обырымен салыстырғанда жоғары екенін анықтадық.
Негізгі сөздер: тоқ ішек қатерлі ісігі, төмендеген жиек ішек, қатерлі ісік нәтижелері, рецидив,жоғарылаған жиек ішек, тірі қалу
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РЕЗЮМЕ
Введение: Рак восходящей и нисходящей ободочной кишки имеет разные генетические и клинические характеристики. Считается, что
рак восходящей ободочной кишки имеет более агрессивное течение.
Цель: Сравнить различия между раком восходящей и нисходящей ободочной кишки, онкологические результаты, выживаемость после клинически радикальной резекции.
Материалы и методы: Пациенты, прооперированные в период с января 2015 года по декабрь 2019 года, были включены в исследование и разделены на две группы, рак восходящей и нисходящей ободочной кишки. Изучены медицинские карты пациентов, и в дополнение к демографическим данным, зарегистрирована и сравнена такая информация, как стадия опухоли в зависимости от опухоли, узла,
метастазирования, количество удаленных лимфатических узлов, тип операции (лапароскопическая/открытая), среднее время наблюдения,
метастазы, рецидивы и смерть/выживаемость.
Результаты: Всего в исследование было включено 76 пациентов, и у 38 (50%) был диагностирован рак восходящей ободочной кишки,
тогда как у 38 (50%) был рак нисходящей ободочной кишки. Среднее время наблюдения составило 17,14 месяца (1-60 месяцев). Несмотря
на то, что различий между двумя группами в отношении нервно-сосудистой инвазии обнаружено не было, среднее число позитивности
лимфососудистых инвазий составило 18,34±4,16 и 13,34±5,45 в двух группах соответственно (р<0,05). Все случаи рецидивов (5) были обнаружены при опухолях восходящей ободочной кишки, при раке нисходящей ободочной кишки рецидивов не наблюдалось (р=0,021). При
исследовании метастазирования и уровня смертности, статистически значимых различий между двумя группами не наблюдалось.
Заключение: Мы обнаружили, что лимфососудистая инвазия и частота рецидивов выше при раке восходящей ободочной кишки по
сравнению с раком нисходящей ободочной кишки.
Ключевые слова: рак ободочной кишки, нисходящая ободочная кишка, онкологические результаты, рецидив, восходящая ободочная
кишка, выживаемость

Introduction

Statistical analysis

Colorectal cancers are among the prevalent cancers across
the world [1]. The definitive curative treatment in colon cancer
is surgery, and surgical methods such as right hemicolectomy,
extended right hemicolectomy, left hemicolectomy and anterior
resection can be applied according to the tumor localization [2].
Today, it is known that the origins and symptoms of right colon
and left colon cancers differ [3]. While right colon tumors are
polypoid and occult-bleeding tumors growing exophytically
into the lumen, left colon tumors appear rather as tumors which
obstruct the lumen, holding the wall and leading to fresh bleeding
[3]. Moreover, they may present chromosomal and genetic
mutational differences and differ in respect of the response to
chemotherapy and the aggressive course [4].
In this study, our aim is to compare the oncological followups and surveys of right and left colon tumors following the
surgical resection, and to analyze them.

For data evaluation, the SPPS 25 (IBM Corp. Released
2017, IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 25.0. Armonk,
NY: IBM Corp.) statistical packaged program was used. The
variables were stated using the mean±standard deviation,
percentage and frequency values. The variables were evaluated
after the prerequisites for normality and homogeneity of variance
were checked (Shapiro-Wilk and Levene's Test). In data analysis,
the independent two-group t-test (Student's t-test) was used
for the comparison of both groups, and the Mann Whitney-U
test was performed when the prerequisites were not met. The
categorical data were analyzed via Fisher's Exact Test and ChiSquare Test. In cases where the expected frequencies were
below 20%, the evaluation was made through the "Monte Carlo
Simulation Method" in order to include these frequencies in the
analysis. p<0.05 and p0.01 were accepted as the significance
level of the tests.

Material and methods

Results

The patients who had been operated by the same surgeons
in the Adnan Menderes University, Faculty of Medicine, General
Surgery Department between January 2015 and December 2019
were included in the study. The patients who had been diagnosed
with right and left colon cancers and therefore operated were
included in the study, and the tumors from the cecum up to
proximal 2/3 of the transverse colon were defined as right colon
tumors (Group 1), and the tumors from the splenic flexure in the
distal 1/3 of the transverse colon to the rectum were designated
as left colon tumors (Group 2). Urgently operated cases, cases at
Stage 4 and subjected to neoadjuvant treatment and those with
rectal cancer were excluded from the study.
Beside the demographic data of the patients, tumor stages
according to the TNM staging, the number of lymph nodes
removed, the type of the operation (laparoscopic/open), average
follow-up time, metastasis, recurrence and death/survival were
recorded, and statistical analysis was performed upon the
comparison of both groups.
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The study is a retrospective file scan and included a total of
76 patients. 45 of the patients were men (59.2%) and 31 (40.8%)
were women. Whereas 38 (50%) of the patients were diagnosed
with right colon cancer, 38 (50%) were diagnosed with left
colon cancer. 47 (61.8%) of these cases were operated with the
laparoscopic method, however, 29 (38.2%) were operated with
the open method. When the TNM stages are considered, 16
patients (21.3%) were at T2, 46 (61.3%) were at T3, 13 (17.3%)
were at T4, 44 (58.7%) were at N0, 17 (22.7%) were at N1 and
14 (18.7%) were at N2. All the cases (100%) had M0. During
the follow-ups, recurrence was detected in 5 cases (6.6%) and
metastasis in 10 cases (13.2%), but 7 cases (9.2%) died (Table
1).
When the average follow-up time was 17.14 months (1 - 60
months), the mean T stage of the right colon tumors was found
as 2.95±0.52, and that of the left colon tumors as 2.97±0.73.
(p=0.860) the N stage was respectively detected as 0.61±0.79 in
right colon tumors and 0.59±0.8 in left colon tumors (p=0.950).
Neurovascular invasion positivity was found to be 14.32±4.16
in the right colon tumors while it was 12.24±1.5 in the left
Journal of Clinical Medicine of Kazakhstan: Volume 2, Number 56, Issue 2020

Table 1
Gender
Colon

Surgery type
Recurrence
Metastasis
T

N
Mortality

Table 3

Gender

Surgery type

Male
Female
Right Colon
Left Colon
Open Surgery
Laparoscopic
Surgery
None
Detected
No
Yes
2,00
3,00
4,00
0,00
1,00
2,00
Present
Absent

Recurrence

Metastasis

Mortality
*p<0.05

%
59.2
40.8
50.0
50.0
38.2
61.8

71
5
66
10

Age
Lymph node
Involvement
Neurovascular
invasion
Lymphovascular
invasion
Follow-up time,
months

93.4
6.6
86.8
13.2

16
46
13
44
17
14
7
69

Male

Female
Open

Laparoscopic

3.00
4.00
.00

N

n
45
31
38
38
29
47

Right colon
n=38
63.87±13.61
2.34±4.16

Left colon
n=38
67.63±12.93
2.66±5.45

0.220
0.780

18.34±4.16

13.34 ± 5.45

<0.05

13.34 ± 5.45

12.24±1.5

16.39±11.92

17.89±12.61

p

0.780
0.600

colon tumors (p=0.780). Lymphovascular invasion positivity
was found to be 18.34±4.16 and 13.34 ± 5.45 in the two groups,
respectively (p<0.05) (Table 2).
While all the recurrences were detected at five patients
(100%) in right colon tumors, there was no recurrence in left
colon tumors (p=0.021). When the metastasis and death rates
were examined, no statistically significant difference was seen
between the two groups (Table 3).

21.3
61.3
17.3
58.7
22.7
18.7
9.2
90.8

Non illness survival, metastasis and recurrence according to tumor localization

2.00

T

Lymph node involvement and invasion
characteristics according to tumor localization

Table 2

Patient characteristics

1.00

2.00

None

Detected
No

Yes

Present
Absent

n

%
n

%
n

%
n

%
n

%
n

%
n

%
n

%
n

%
n

%
n

%
n

Right colon

Left colon

16

15

22

48.9%
51.6%
15

51.7%
23

48.9%
6

37.5%
28

60.9%
4

30.8%
22

50.0%
9

52.9%
7

50.0%
33

%
n

%
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24

51.1%
10

62,5%
18

39.1%
9

69.2%
22

50.0%
8

47.1%
7

50.0%
38

33

5

n

48.3%

33

5

n

%

14

53.5%

100.0%

%

48.4%

46.5%

%
n

23

51.1%

50.0%

50.0%
2

28.6%
36

52.2%

0

Total
45

100.0%
31

100.0%
29

100.0%
47

100.0%
46

100.0%
13

17

100.0%
14

33

47.8%

0.978

100.0%
71

100.0%
5

10

71.4%

0.041*

44

100.0%

5

5

0,813

100.0%

100.0%

50.0%

0,815

16

100.0%

0.0%

50.0%

p

66

100.0%

100.0%
7

100.0%
69

100.0%

0.021*

0.999

0.234
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Discussion

It is known that right and left colon tumors exhibit different
genetic characteristics and clinicopathological behaviors today
[2]. In the literature, many studies have reported that right colon
tumors are larger in size, in worse differentiation and in older
patients compared to left colon tumors when the diagnosis
is established [5-7]. While it is assumed that this generally
results from the larger diameter of the right colon, the more
insidious progress of the tumor than the left one and revealing
a later finding, it is now thought that it is caused by molecular
differences [8]. Because the right and left colons are developed
from two different embryological sections such as midgut
and hindgut, the tumors of this region are also influenced by
the specific protein expressions of these regions and exhibit
diversity and differences [9,10].
Upon the review of the epidemiological studies today, it
is believed that the risk factors including low physical activity
and meat consumption and protective factors such as aspirin
have different effects according to the anatomical regions [11].
Gene expressions differ as per localization, but the right colon
cancers are frequently observed with the BRAF mutation, high
microsatellite instability (MSI) and CpG island methylation, and
left colon cancers are often observed with the p53 and KRAS
mutations [12-14]. This is a significant factor that explains the
differences. In a study conducted by Dae et al. [2], the right
and left colon cancers were compared, and no difference was
found between the T stages, however, the N stages were found
higher in the right colon cancers. In the study conducted by Mik
et al. [15], an average of 8 lymph nodes were removed in the
left colon tumors, and this number was 11 in the right colon
tumors; the probability of malignant incidence was explained
to be higher in right colon tumors. In our study, no statistically
significant difference was detected between the T and N stages,
but the rate of lymphovascular invasion was observed to be
higher in right colon tumors. We think that the diameter of the
tumor, its invasion into the intestinal wall and the lymph node
metastasis are directly proportional. While, in our study, the T3
tumors were higher in right colon cancers in isolation, we think
that the reason for the lack of difference in T stages when two
groups were compared was their early diagnosis, which reduced
the possibility of lymph node metastasis.
After colon cancers are curatively resected, the most

frequent risk of recurrence covers the first 2 years, and close
follow-up is very important for disease-free follow-up and
survey. In the study of Powel et al. [6] on 411 colorectal cancer
patients, they divided the patients into localization as right
colon, left colon and rectum, followed them closely following
the surgery, and the average survey was reported as 115 months
for the right colon, and 127 months for the left colon, and
there was no significant difference between them. In the study
conducted by Dae et al. [2], the 5-year post-operative surveys
of right colon tumors and left colon tumors were put forward
as 88.7% and 82.1%, respectively, however, their disease-free
survival as well as right colon tumors were reported to be worse.
In our study, the average follow-up time was 17.14 months (1
- 60 months), but recurrence was observed in 5 patients and all
of them had right colon cancer. Whereas 50% of the metastases
were in the right colon, 50% were seen in the left colon tumors
and 7 of these patients with metastasis and recurrence died. Our
disease-free survival rate was 80.2%, and it was compatible
with the literature. We also believe that the observation of all
our recurrence cases in right colon cancers result from the
mucin secretion in these localization tumors, and worse genetic
expressions and subtypes [16].
Consequently, right colon cancers have worse
differentiations than left colon cancers, have a worse prognosis
and emerge at an older age. These cancers can be diagnosed
later, and their treatment may require differences due to genetic
subtypes. For this reason, it is necessary to be on alert in terms of
recurrences and genetic screenings after the right colon cancer
surgeries.

Limitations in the study

For this study, which was retrospective, whether patients
received chemotherapy, and if they did, how much and from
which protocols they received it could not be learnt properly by
phone. As some patients reject chemotherapy, this constitutes a
significant limitation that may affect the results of this study.
Therefore, we suggest and plan the execution of more centered,
randomized and prospective studies including genetic tests if
possible.
Disclosures: There is no conflict of interest for all authors.
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